JENNIE RAYMENT’s
FABRIC BOXES
This is a box which I made
at a Christmas workshop
with Jennie Rayment circa
2011. Jennie has kindly
given her permission for us
to use this box for the
Quilters’ Guild Tombola
taking place at the NEC in
2019.
However, as spoken with
Jennie these written instructions are all mine and therefore I take responsibility for any and all
errors. Fingers crossed here goes:
Note: These instructions are based on the original box I made with Jennie and the finished size
is approx 4 x 4”.
1/4” seam allowance used.
You can use two contrasting fabrics OR you could make one of the fabrics from patchwork - it is
your choice
You can turn it inside out and have the corner pockets inside.
You can add embellishments
You can quilt the square any way you wish
REQUIREMENTS for a 4x4” box
*Two different fabrics - cut a 12.5” square from each (I.e one could be made up of patchwork your choice)
*A piece of Wadding of your choice - cut to be a little larger than 12.5 square
*Thread to match and/or contrast - your choice
* embellishments your choice I.e. buttons, beads etc
INSTRUCTIONS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

with right sides together place the 12.5” squares centrally onto the wadding. Pin if you wish.
Using 1/4” s/a all round leaving a gap sufficient to turn all fabrics through.
Trim off excess wadding close but not through the stitching.
Trim corners diagonally taking great care NOT to cut through the stitching.
Carefully turn through and using whatever method you prefer stitch the gap closed
Press carefully to get sharp defined edges and ease the points out
Sew around outer edge and quilt as you wish (your decorative stitches and exciting threads are
good to use here)

You might wonder why my sewing takes sooo long...
Yes that’s about ok mum! - all the way round nice and gentle.
* Fold in half and secure with pins at both sides.
* On the left hand side - Measure up 3” from fold and mark, measure along 3” and mark. Draw a
diagonal line. Repeat on right hand side - then sew securely along these lines. See diagram
below.

* now repeat this on the other two sides. - this is fiddly so see diagram

Now squash out the corners and secure at the edges with a few stitches and you have four little
corner trumpet pockets.
Fold down the points and may be add a button and there you are a pretty little box - phew
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